Abstract. The Dirac equation for a massive spin-1 2 field in a central potential V in three dimensions is studied without fixing a priori the functional form of V . The second-order equations for the radial parts of the spinor wave function are shown to involve a squared Dirac operator for the free case, whose essential self-adjointness is proved by using the Weyl limit point-limit circle criterion, and a 'perturbation' resulting from the potential. One then finds that a potential of Coulomb type in the Dirac equation leads to a potential term in the above second-order equations which is not even infinitesimally form-bounded with respect to the free operator. Moreover, the conditions ensuring essential self-adjointness of the squared Dirac operators in the interacting case are changed with respect to the free case, i.e. they are expressed by a majorization involving the parameter in the Coulomb potential and the angular momentum quantum number. The underlying motivation for this qualitative analysis is given by the possibility to apply such methods to select suitable classes of phenomenological potentials.
Introduction
In the same year when Dirac derived the relativistic wave equation for the electron [1] , the work of Darwin and Gordon had already solved exactly such equation in a Coulomb potential in three spatial dimensions [2, 3] . Since those early days, several efforts have been produced in the literature to solve the Dirac equation with other forms of central potentials, until the recent theoretical attempts to understand confinement [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In the present paper we study the mathematical foundations of the eigenvalue problem for a massive spin-1 2 field in a central potential V (r) on R 3 , without specifying a priori which function we choose for V (r). In other words, we prefer to draw conclusions on V (r) from a careful mathematical investigation.
By doing so, we hope to elucidate the general framework of relativistic eigenvalue problems on the one hand, and to develop powerful tools to understand some key features of central potentials on the other hand. For this purpose, in section 2 we focus on the radial parts of the spinor wave function, casting the corresponding second-order ordinary differential equations (for the one-dimensional 'squared' Dirac operators) in a convenient form for the subsequent analysis. In section 3, the Weyl limit point-limit circle criterion [9] is used to prove that the squared Dirac operator for the free problem is essentially self-adjoint on the set C ∞ 0 (0, ∞) of smooth functions on (0, ∞) with compact support away from the origin. In section 4 some boundedness criteria for perturbations [9, 10] are first described and then applied when the potential in the original Dirac equation consists of terms of Coulomb and/or linear type. Concluding remarks and open problems are presented in section 5, and some technical details are summarized in the appendices.
Second-order equations for stationary states
To be self-contained, some basic material on the Dirac equation in a central potential is presented in appendix A, following [11, 12] . Thus, assuming that the reader is familiar with the formalism, we begin our analysis with the set of coupled eigenvalue equations for the radial parts G(r) and F (r) of the spinor wave function. They read d dr + k r G(r) = (λ 1 − W (r))F (r) (2.1)
r) = (−λ 2 − W (r))G(r) (2.2) where k = −l − 1 or l, and we have defined
Equation (2.1) yields a formula for F (r) which, upon insertion into Eq. (2.2), leads to the second-order equation 
The function Ω is then found to obey the differential equation
where
Now we point out that Eq. (2.10) is more conveniently re-expressed in the form (since
having defined (see (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7)) 
perturbed by the multiplication operator P W,E (r) defined in (2.13 ). An interesting programme is therefore emerging at this stage:
(i) First, prove (essential) self-adjointness of the 'free' operator A l r on a certain domain.
(ii) Second, try to understand whether the operator 
Thus, after defining (cf (2.9))
one finds for Ω(r) the second-order differential equation
One can therefore re-express Eq. (2.19) in the form
having now defined
, and
, the 'free' operator in Eq. (2.21) reads
3. Weyl criterion for the squared Dirac operator in the free case
The self-adjointness properties of the free operator (2.14) should be studied by considering separately the case l > 0 and the case l = 0. For positive values of the quantum number l, A l r turns out to be essentially self-adjoint. This means that its closure is self-adjoint, and hence a unique self-adjoint extension of A l r exists. More precisely, we rely on a criterion due to Weyl, and the key steps are as follows [9] .
The function V is in the limit circle case at zero if for some, and therefore all λ, all solutions of the equation
are square integrable at zero, i.e. for them
with finite values of a, e.g. a ∈]0, 1]. If V (x) is not in the limit circle case at zero, it is said to be in the limit point case at zero. The Weyl limit point-limit circle criterion states that, if V is a continuous real-valued function on (0, ∞), then the operator
is essentially self-adjoint on C ∞ 0 (0, ∞) if and only if V (x) is in the limit point case at both zero and infinity. The property of being in the limit point at zero relies on Theorem 3.1 Let V be continuous and positive near zero. If
near zero, then O is in the limit point case at zero.
The limit point property at ∞ means that the limit circle condition at ∞ is not fulfilled, i.e. the condition
does not hold. To understand when this happens, one can use 
then V (x) is in the limit point case at ∞.
Thus, a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique self-adjoint extension of O is that its eigenfunctions should fail to be square integrable at zero and at ∞.
Powerful operational criteria are provided by the check of (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7), which only involve the potential.
In our problem, for all l ≥ 1, the 'potential'
is of course in the limit point at zero, since the inequality (3.4) is then satisfied. Moreover,
, and such that
Hence all conditions of theorem 3.2 are satisfied, which implies that V l (r) is in the limit point at ∞ as well. By virtue of the Weyl limit point-limit circle criterion, the free operator
When l = 0, however (for which k = −1), A l r reduces to the operator − 
with corresponding deficiency indices
The operator B is self-adjoint if and only if n + (B) = n − (B) = 0, but has self-adjoint extensions provided that n + (B) = n − (B). In our case, half of the solutions of the equations In the former case, on setting α = ρe iθ , with ρ and θ ∈ R, one finds ρ = ±1, θ = − π 4
, which leads to the two roots of the equation −α 2 = i:
In the latter case, ω solves the algebraic equation ω 2 = i, and hence one finds the roots
Only the roots α 2 and ω 2 are compatible with the request of square-integrable solutions of (3.14) and (3.15) on R + , and hence one finds n + (A 
Here AC loc (R + ) denotes the set of locally absolutely continuous functions on the positive half-line, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to r, and β is a real-valued parameter. Bearing in mind the limiting form of Eq. (2.12) when l = 0 and W = 0, this means that one is studying the case characterized by
for which the square-integrable eigenfunction of − which implies
This means that in a relativistic problem a lower limit for β 2 (and hence for |β|) exists, to avoid having E 2 < 0.
To complete the analysis of squared Dirac operators in the free case, one has also to consider the operators A l r defined in (2.23a) and (2.23b). The former has a 'potential' term
which is in the limit point case at both zero and infinity for all l ≥ 0. The latter has a 'potential' term
which is in the limit point at zero with the exception of the value 1 of the quantum number l, for which A l r reduces to the operator − The eigenvalue equations for squared Dirac operators in the free problem read ( E being the eigenvalues when W vanishes) one finds the radial functions (C E (i) being some parameters depending on the energy for
which are not square-integrable on R + .
Squared Dirac operators in the interacting case
Now we would like to understand whether the general results on perturbations of selfadjoint operators make it possible to obtain a better understanding of effects produced by the central potential W (r) in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.21). For this purpose, the key steps are as follows [9] . (ii) The Kato-Rellich theorem states that if A is self-adjoint, B is symmetric, and B is A-bounded with relative bound a < 1, then A + B is self-adjoint on D(A).
(iii) If the potential V can be written as (iv) An analogue of the Kato-Rellich theorem exists which can be used to study the case when B is not A-bounded. The result can be stated after recalling the following definitions.
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on H. On passing to a spectral representation of A with associated measures {µ n } N n=1 on the spectrum of A, so that A is multiplication by x on the direct sum ⊕ N n=1 L 2 (R, dµ n ), one can consider
and hence define, for ψ and ϕ ∈ I,
Such a q is called the quadratic form associated with A, and one writes
The form domain of the operator A is then, by definition, Q(A), and can be viewed as the largest domain on which q can be defined. is a symmetric quadratic form on Q(A) such that
for some a < 1 and b ∈ R, then there exists a unique self-adjoint operator C with
and (ϕ, Cψ) = (ϕ, Aψ) + β(ϕ, ψ) for all ϕ, ψ ∈ Q(C). the singular behaviour of P W,E (r) as r → 0 is dominated by (for a fixed value of E)
and the singular behaviour of P W,E (r) as r → 0 is given instead by (again for a fixed value of E)
Thus, as r → 0, the operators on the left-hand sides of both (2.12) and (2.21) reduce to
In the operator L r , the coefficient of r −2 is no longer greater than or equal to .2) leads to 'potential' terms in the second-order equations (2.12) and (2.21) which are not even infinitesimally formbounded with respect to the squared Dirac operators in the free case, because both the potential terms and the free operators contain terms proportional to r −2 . To study the limit point condition at infinity, we try to majorize the 'potential' P W,E obtained from the Coulomb potential (4.11), and we find that
Moreover, the integral (3.6) diverges when V is replaced by P W,E , and the condition (3.7) is fulfilled as well, because
The check of (3.6) and (3.7) for P W,E leads to the same results, and hence we use the Weyl criterion of section 3 to conclude that, for fixed values of E, essential self-adjointness on C ∞ 0 (0, ∞) for the squared Dirac operators holds provided that the inequality
is satisfied. This rules out l = 0 in (4.14) and l = 1 in (4.15). One then finds that |γ| ≤ √ 3
as we said before.
The limiting form (4.12) is not affected by the addition of parts linear in r [6, 14, 15] to the right-hand side of (4.11), because the singular behaviour of P W,E (r) as r → 0 is still dominated by the Coulomb potential. By contrast, a purely linear potential
satisfies the request of infinitesimal form-boundedness of P W,E (r) with respect to the squared Dirac operators in the free case, because then the singular behaviour of P W,E (r)
as r → 0 is expressed by
and the singular part of P W,E (r) as r → 0 reads
However, linear terms for all r are undesirable from the point of view of the Kato-Rellich condition (4.1). A better mathematical formulation is obtained by considering linear terms with compact support, i.e. vanishing for all r greater than some finite r 0 , or weighted with exponential functions which ensure a fall-off condition at infinity. We may therefore consider, as a better mathematical approximation (cf (4.11) and (4.16)), the potential (cf [14] )
where µ is positive. In such a case, the limiting behaviours of P W,E as r → 0 and as r → ∞ are still dominated by the Coulomb part in the potential W , and hence we find
In the physical literature, however, the potential has not been written in the form (4.17) . To achieve confinement, a purely linear term has instead been added to the Coulomb part, considering also a split of the additional part into Lorentz scalar-type and Lorentz vector-like potentials. Furthermore, such a vector contribution is sometimes omitted in a phenomenological analysis, bearing in mind its non-perturbative nature (since the perturbative part has instead vector nature) [16] . Needless to say, such arguments are not compulsory, and it remains to be seen whether a mathematical approach may legitimate the use of potentials along the lines of (4.17).
Concluding remarks
The contributions of our paper, of technical nature, consist in the application of analytic techniques that can help to understand some key qualitative features of central potentials for the Dirac equation, with emphasis on the mathematical formulation of relativistic eigenvalue problems. Although the methods used in our investigation are well known in the literature, the overall picture remains, to our knowledge, original (see comments below). In particular, we would like to mention the following points (at the risk of slight repetitions).
(i) The forms (2.12) and (2.21) of the second-order equations for the radial parts of the spinor wave function, with P W,E (r) and P W,E (r) defined in (2.13) and (2.22), respectively, is very convenient if one wants to understand whether the potential can affect the selfadjointness domain of the free problem.
(ii) The identification of the domains of (essential) self-adjointness of the operators defined in (2.14), (2.23a) and (2.23b) is helpful as a first step towards the problem with nonvanishing potential W (r), and clarifies the general framework.
(iii) A potential of Coulomb type, although quite desirable from a physical point of view, leads to some non-trivial features with respect to the non-relativistic case. We have in fact seen that P W,E (r) and P W,E (r) fail to be infinitesimally form-bounded with respect to the 
has eventually led to the 'one-dimensional' version of the squared Dirac operators, i.e.
the second-order operators occurring in (2.12) and (2.21) and acting on square-integrable functions on the positive half-line. Our calculations, summarized in the points (i)-(iii) above, remain therefore original. We should notice that the condition |γ| < 1 2 √ 3 found in [17] is compatible with our inequalities (4.14) and (4.15) for all l ≥ 2. In other words, the condition on γ ensuring essential self-adjointness of the Dirac operator leads also to essential self-adjointness of the squared Dirac operator, whereas the converse does not hold (one may find a |γ| smaller than √ 3 but greater than 1 2 √ 3). Our analysis has possibly the merit of having shown that some extra care is necessary when l = 0, 1, but this should not be unexpected, if one bears in mind from section 3 that already in the free case the values l = 0, 1 make it necessary to perform a separate analysis (cf [18] ).
We should also acknowledge that in [19] the essential self-adjointness of powers of the Dirac operator had been proved, but in cases when the potential V is smooth. In particular, when the potential is a C ∞ function on R 3 , no growth conditions on it are necessary to ensure essential self-adjointness of any power of the Dirac operator [9, 19] .
In our problem, however, we have considered a Coulomb term in the potential, which is singular at the origin. Although a regular solution of the eigenvalue problem exists [8, 15] , since the origin remains a Fuchsian singular point, the domain of essential self-adjointness of the squared Dirac operators in the interacting case is changed. This is reflected by the inequality (4.13) for the fulfillment of the limit-point condition at zero, which now involves γ, and hence the atomic number [11, 12] . Note also that, to find a real-valued solution which is regular at the origin in a Coulomb field, one only needs the weaker condition k 2 ≥ γ 2 [11, 12] . Thus, a careful investigation of the essential self-adjointness issue picks out a subset of the general set of real-valued regular solutions.
For simplicity, we have considered in the end of section 4 only one 'linear' term.
More precisely, however, two linear terms are often studied, of scalar and vector nature, respectively [8] . Moreover, a naturally occurring question is whether one can extend our qualitative analysis to study the (essential) self-adjointness issue for operators involving the square root of the Laplacian [20] , i.e. where l = j ±
